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1. Welcome message 

 

Welcome colleagues to teaching week 5: Academic reading. Happy Halloween! 

 

 

2.  Miscellaneous announcements relevant to the course 

 

A number of participants are preparing for their November exams in their Bachelor 

Degree courses at present, hence the low participation levels. Best wishes for your 

November exams! Please come back after your exams are complete. 

 

Andrea and I shall provide at least one quality, extended web page reading each week 

that is not a digital document. There are two people in this course who cannot access 

Acrobat documents. Thanks for letting us know. 

 

 

3.  Discuss questions asked by the cohort 

 

These were answered inside the discussion forum for week 4. Please take a look at 

these and check that you are up-to-date before you commence teaching week 5. 

 



4.  List open-access scholarly material for the current week 

 

Are you preparing for an international English language exam such as IELTS, Pearson, 

TOEFL and TOEIC? 

 

Free official test papers are accessible via this web-page as direct access links: 

 

http://www.thefreeschool.education/tesol-resources.html 

 

The academic reading section is available as separate pdf digital document links. 

Example: 

 

https://www.ielts.org/about-the-test/sample-test-questions 

 

http://takeielts.britishcouncil.org/prepare-test/practice-tests/reading-practice-test-1-

academic 

 

Some academic tests are available as a component within an exam package that 

examines other language skills. Example: 

 

https://www.ets.org/Media/Tests/TOEIC/pdf/TOEIC_LR_sample_tests.pdf 

 

You may find these papers useful for the purposes of practicing your academic reading 

even if you do not plan to take an English language test, or if you have taken one in the 

past and do not plan to take another one. For example, if you have successfully 

completed the IELTS exam, you may find you can extend your knowledge practicing the 

Pearson exam or other English language exams such as TOEIC. 

 

Web page reading: 

 

Improving your reading skills - University of Leicester 

 

http://www2.le.ac.uk/offices/ld/resources/study/reading 

 

 

 



5.  Summarise the previous teaching week 

 

Last week we explored general reading skills. This discussion placed our discussion of 

academic reading skills into a broader context by explaining how most written and 

published sources are in fact non-academic. A new example of non-academic writing 

includes a letter a person who writes to their friend and sends it via the postal mail. 

 

Academic writing uses discipline-specific vocabulary. It also puts forward an argument 

and uses academic referencing to support the argument. 

 

 

6.  Introductory discussion to the topic 

 

From our discussion in the previous section above (5.) we can see that context is an 

important part of academic reading because it helps us to determine if a written source 

is academic or non-academic. 

 

Another reason why context is important is because it helps us to determine the 

intended meaning of a piece of academic writing. 

 

The word 'context' refers to a situation. A situation usually refers to things that relate to 

a time and place. 

 

Consider this situation. 

 

Barbie meets Ken for lunch outside in a public space and she is wearing a bikini. She is 

singing loudly while she is waiting for Ken. 

 

Are Barbie's clothes and behaviour inappropriate or strange? Many people might 

automatically assume 'yes' and this is a fair assumption. In academic settings and in life 

generally, we need to know more about the full details of the situation (the context) to 

make sense of what is happening and how we can obtain meaning from what we are 

seeing (i.e. reading). 

 

Imagine this context - Barbie is wearing only a bikini and is singing loudly: 

 



Situation a: Barbie is meeting Ken on a bench on a public beach in the middle of 

summer on a very warm day in a quiet part of the beach where there are no people. 

 

Situation b: Barbie is meeting Ken on a bench inside a shopping mall in the middle of 

winter in a crowded space. 

 

Taking into account the context, situation a seems to be quite normal and situation b 

seems unusual. 

 

Academic reading contexts 

 

The same principle holds true for making sense of academic reading. We need to 

interpret the meanings of words, sentences, paragraphs and articles by looking at the 

broader context. 

 

Consider this statement: 

 

"Jay failed all of his exams this year for his Diploma of Education course". 2016 has 

been a very disappointing year for him." 

 

This statement in isolation makes Jay sound like a failing student and the statement 

seems very negative. 

 

Reconsider this statement above in light of this additional information: 

 

1. Jay only took two exams in 2016 (note the word 'all' in the sentence above) 

 

2. Jay scored 49% for both exams. He failed by only 1%. 

 

3. Jay was very sick in 2016 and this explains why he failed. 

 

4. In 2015, Jay passed all 20 exams for his Diploma of Education and got an A score for 

each exam. 

 

When we look at the broader context of this story, Jay's performance in 2016 is not as 

disastrous as the statement made above ("Jay failed all of his exams this year for his 



Diploma of Education course". 2016 has been a very disappointing year for him.") 

suggests. 

 

 

7.  YouTube Introduction to support the introduction 

 

TEAS Reading Review - Lesson 3 Historical Context 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_Ku_MGNYUH0 

 

This speaker has a strong American accent - she does speak clearly and formally. You 

may find this presentation easier to follow if you turn on the cc English subtitles option. 

Be careful. YouTube's automatic sub-titles feature sometimes includes errors. 

 

 

8.  Topic discussion - detail 

 

Reflect on the YouTube presentation about context. 

 

Consider this statement. 

 

"Her presentations and personality are awesome". 

 

What does this mean? They key adjective in this statement is ‘awesome’: 

 

http://www.thesaurus.com/browse/awesome 

http://www.dictionary.com/browse/awesome 

 

'Awesome' is a peculiar word in the English language. This word can mean 'extremely 

bad' or 'extremely good'. It depends on the context and the intent of the writer. 

 

Consider this passage: 

 

"I started Business Statistics this semester at Thammasat University and we just 

completed teaching week 5. I like my lecturer. Her presentations and personality are 



awesome. Her PowerPoint presentations are interesting, engaging, have good content 

and she knows how to include humour in her slides". 

 

Do you see reference to a time and a place in this passage above? Time and place are 

important indicators of context. 

 

 

9.  Connect the content taught in the current week to the assessments 

 

It is not mandatory to make a discussion thread post or to include this topic in your 

second assessment, the reflective journal. 

 

You are advised to include this topic if you are passionate about this topic. You may 

also write about this topic its inclusion will distinguish your application for: a professional 

position, a scholarship or admission into a program of study. 

 

 

10.  Instructions for how to proceed after reading the instructor’s notes 

 

Please watch the YouTube presentation listed above. If this does not appeal to you, 

then you may choose to close the presentation at any point in time. This is a brief 

presentation (a little over five minutes). It is also an interesting presentation - please try 

to watch it to its conclusion. 

 

Please read the first page of each text resource listed above that is supported by a web 

link. If it does not appeal to you, then you may choose to abandon that reading. 

 

 

11.  Discussion questions set by the tutor 

 

i. Read at least one of the academic reading exam questions in the link above that 

contains an extended reading passage. Do you see a reading passage in one of these 

exams that clearly states the time and place context of a specific situation? Discuss 

online how these details add meaning to the passage of academic text that you read. 

 



ii. Read the Leicester University web page shown listed readings sections above. Did 

you learn anything helpful from this brief resource? How can you use this knowledge in 

the future to aid your academic reading skills? 

 

 

12. Discussion and questions put forward by participants 

 

I look forward to reading your contributions. 

 

 

Have fun and enjoy! 

Andrea and Jay 


